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Editorial. 

I shall start with a return to a regular feature, an apology! November flew by and I suddenly found myself well 
into December, and I realised I hadn’t had a moment to produce the November newsletter. My apologies 
therefore, you’ll have to make do with a combined November/December edition.  

The main event to report on this month is of course the Christmas meal. Once again we had a great evening 
at the Harrow Inn in Knockholt. I believe that everyone enjoyed the meal and the company was, as ever, 
excellent. We had a turn-out of 36 people, which is just about twice as many as we had at the AGM, but don’t 
worry, we’re not considering combining the two events, Not yet anyway. 

To ensure that everyone didn’t have too much of a good time I did my usual thing and stood up and said a 
few words, the headlines being members’ take-up of events, events themselves and the NKLG Cup award. 

Since a significant percentage of the entire membership was present I won’t go into too much detail for fear 
of boring them, but members’ engagement of events early in the year was pretty poor, but at the end of the 
year it was very good indeed. As previously advised, we had asked for suggestions for events and activities 
to be returned with the Christmas meal food order, and I’m pleased to say we had a good response and a 
very wide range of suggestions, all of them viable! These were listed and left on the tables on the evening 
with an invitation to vote on each, to gauge the level of interest. I’m currently tabulating the results and I’ll 
hopefully be able to identify the most popular in the next newsletter. 

The highlight of the evening for me was to be able to present the NKLG Cup to a very worthy recipient. As 
you know, this is awarded annually to an individual who is considered to have made a significant contribution 
to the wellbeing and operation of the Club. To my mind, the newsletter is an essential element of NKLG, and 
it has one particularly prolific supporter, one who I have come to rely on very heavily. I am therefore 
ashamed and embarrassed to admit that it wasn’t me who came up with the suggestion, but when his name 
was thrown into the hat for consideration the Steering Group’s response was immediate and unanimous. I 
am therefore delighted to report that this year the cup has been presented to Vaughn. 

True to form he has supplied me with an article for this month’s edition (and I still have a couple in reserve) 
which I hope you will enjoy, but I am sure that the item we are now all looking forward to is his forthcoming 
article on the glory of receiving the cup, and how it will change his life over the next 12 months. 

Finally, my thanks again to Vaughn for this, but also all his other items and assistance, and to wish you all a 
very Merry Christmas and a happy & healthy New Year. 

I recently received an email which provided the best 
illustration I have yet seen of why we should ensure 
we use our classic cars on a regular basis, rather than 
lock them away in garages. 

Back in July I enjoyed a weekend away at the Le 
Mans Classic in the company of a number of friends in 
a collection of old cars, one of which was a Jaguar 
420G. My friend emailed me at the end of November 
to say he’d not used the Jag since, but thought he’d 
take it for a final end of year run-out. After a few 
hundred yards it started to run very roughly, but he 
managed to get it back into the garage, and he started 
to strip it to find the problem. 

You will see from the photograph to the right that the 
problem made itself immediately apparent!   

This same friend has just taken delivery of an 
electric car, which is very commendable, but I 
think that the idea of an acorn-powered Jaguar 
is just a step too far! I must find out what type 
of air filter he has. If it doesn’t stop a squirrel 
with a sack of acorns I’ll avoid getting one. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

  

Lotus Myths and Legends ?  

 

          

 

                 

I know these books in my collection are old and well established but it is interesting to compare the opinions and views of 
the various authors on so-called Lotus historical facts. 

Chapman Strut 

Peter Warr’s book “My view from the Pit Wall” talks about the “Chapman Strut” as fitted to Lotus Elite (Type 14) and 
subsequent Lotus racing cars, including the rear of the Vanwall VW9 F1 car but in fact the strut is generally attributed to 
MacPherson. Wikipedia quotes: - 

Earle S. MacPherson was appointed the chief engineer of Chevrolet's Light Car project in 1945, to develop new smaller 
cars for the immediate post-war market. By 1946 three prototypes of the Chevrolet Cadet design had been produced. 
These incorporated the first MacPherson strut independent suspension both in front and rear. The Cadet project was 
cancelled in 1947 and the disgruntled MacPherson was enticed to join Ford. Patents were filed in 1947 and 1949. The 
1949 patent citing designs by Guido Fornaca of FIAT in the mid-1920s.  

End of Quote. 

So the question is why do people refer to it as the Chapman Strut? 

Elite Monocoque 

Another suggested Chapman “first” was the type 14 Elite monocoque body (announced in 1957) which used a “glass fibre 
reinforced – resin bonded structure”. In fact, this method of construction had previously been employed for marine boats 
(Maximar Mouldings) and the first use of a fibreglass monocoque was Berkeley cars which used small two stroke 322cc or 
692 cc air cooled motorbike engines. 

A wide range of models were produced, some three wheeled, but all in small numbers. Berkeley cars had either British 
Anzani, Greaves, Cotton or Excelsior engines fitted. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

Berkeley Model SA322 

 

    

Berkeley SA328 Excelsior engine, all photo’s courtesy of Wikipedia 

According to the “Berkeley car club” website and I quote: - 

The Berkeley automobile was a collaboration between designer Lawrence "Lawrie" Bond and the Berkeley Coachworks 
factory owned by Charles Panter, which at the time was one of the largest manufacturers of caravans in Europe. What 
Panter and Bond wanted to achieve was "something good enough to win World 750cc races... but cheap, safe, easily 
repairable and pretty. 

The first Berkeley car was displayed at the London Motor Show in 1956 ONE YEAR prior to the Elite Type 14 appearing 
in public. 

Russell Hayes book “Lotus, the Creative Edge” states that Chapman had seen this Berkeley sports car at the 1956 show 
and wondered if the concept could be used for a more powerful car. 

This book also mentioned that two Lotus engineers, Paul Haussauar and Brian Luff (one of the brains behind the Lotus 
72), left Lotus employment in 1970 to build a glass fibre monocoque car based upon Hillman imp sport mechanical’s, 
called the Clan Crusader.  The shape was devised by John Frayling who designed the Europa.  

 

Clan Crusader 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

De-Siamesing Inlet Ports 

The book “The Man and His Cars” published in 1986, an “official” biography written by Gerard Crombac, who incidentally 
was a very close friend of both Jim Clark and Colin Chapman, Crombac reported that Chapman invented the idea of de-
siamesing the inlet ports of the 750cc side valve Austin engine (see my article in NKLG Newsletter February 2017). 

However, in the Peter Ross book “Lotus the Early Years” it is stated that Chapman secretly dismantled the engine of 
Australian Derek Jolly who had the engine shipped into the UK to be fitted to a Lotus chassis he intended to race.  

It must be remembered that Crombac had the full agreement of Colin’s wife Hazel to compile this book and would not 
have printed anything controversial or derogatory to Chapman’s reputation.   

So, the question still remains who’s idea was it? 

Lotus Black Badges 

Lotus Elan Net has an article dated October 2011 in which it suggests that Graham Arnold, Lotus Sales Director, had 
BLACK Badges made up in 1967 PRIOR to Jim Clarks death in April 1968. He always claimed that black looked better 
on some colour cars and were cheap. 

Lotus spirit world.com states: - 

The first black nose badge was made in 1967 for the Elan of the Sales Director at the time Graham Arnold. It was a one 
off. A year later the badges were placed on all cars made for a month, after the death of Double World Champion Jimmy 
Clark in a Formula 2 race. Once this batch had been used up, Lotus should have reverted to the green and yellow 
colours. But for reasons shrouded in mystery a batch of black badges was still occasionally ordered and fitted to cars at 
random as they left the factory. These later badges carried no special significance, although unfounded stories were 
quick to circulate that 'black badge' cars were special versions with better engines or suspension. 

When Lotus won the World Championship for the 7th time in 1978, a batch of 100 commemorative Esprits had the 
specially made back nose badges inserted.  

Conclusion 

There seems to be many conflicting statements in books about Lotus and the various authors may have interpreted 
statements or suggestions in different ways, hence Myths and Legends are created. 

I hope this contribution stimulates some opinions and further contributions to NKLG newsletters. 

Regards 

Vaughn 

Contacts 

Meetings: 2nd Wednesday, The Moody Mare. Seven Mile Lane,ME18 5QY 
www.northkentlotusgroup.org 


